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IT Convergence (ITC) Education Services provides the
path to maximizing the value of your IT investment.
Your people hold the key to a successful ERP project.
By empowering them with the appropriate set of
knowledge and skills, your company will develop the
intellectual capital that is critical to success.

business practices into our instruction programs,
covering all areas from planning, to execution, to postimplementation training.
ITC offers you a set of training options that lets you
choose what best meets your needs. Discover how
IT Convergence Education Services can give your
organization a competitive edge.

4ITC provides a full range of educational offerings
including specific training targeted to Executives,
Managers, Project Teams, End-Users and IT staff.
From instructing on the most complex technical
topics, to change management, ITC Education
Services (IES) deliver the know-how needed to ensure
a successful project.

4IES covers a wide range of technology and
application topics, and all classes can be delivered onsite or remotely.

4Our instructors have senior-level technical and
functional background as consultants, with years of
implementation and troubleshooting experience.
ITC’s ability to include this hands-on, practical
experience in its instruction ensures that classroom
lessons are directly applicable to your business.

Our Education solutions will directly contribute to your
business strategy. At ITC, we incorporate your unique
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Functional and Technical Training

Our Education solutions are customizable to meet
your specific functional and technical needs, regardless
of your project’s size, scope, or location, and all
instruction is tailored to your existing computing
environment.
We provide a comprehensive array of educational
consulting services including installation and training,
strategy development, and procedure documentation
support. This includes Business Process Training and
Documentation Services aimed at creating quality
documentation and instruction materials.

Multiple Formats

IES offers flexible and comprehensive instruction
formats, including Group Classes, Mentor Training,
Train-the-Trainer classes and computer based learning.
Assessing your training needs from pre-implementation
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to post-implementation, our instructors will
recommend the delivery method best suited for each
phase. Our instructional formats include:

4On site classes: Allow our instructors to focus strictly
on your needs by using examples drawn directly from
your business model.

4 Private classes: At your facility, at our learning
center, or at a third party location, participants
relate directly to new concepts and can apply
them to your business context
4 Mentor training: Work intimately with small
groups to focus on particular areas of interest
4 Train-the-trainer classes: Provide application
knowledge, and tips on how to communicate
this knowledge to other users within your
organization.
4 Project bootcamps: Highly focused, intensive
training sessions, targeted to address the
specific needs of your project.

maximize student interaction and participation
in hands-on labs.
4 eLearning self pace Tutorials: Interactive
streaming video tutorials available over the
Internet or on
CD-ROM. Content
is customized to
meet your specific
needs and can
include forms,
screen shots and
reports from your
environment.
Interactive activities and demonstrations
improve retention and integration of the skills
each Tutorials highlights.

Documentation Services
We have the expertise to document your procedures
and to help you communicate them so that they are
understandable to everyone in your organization.

4eLearning solutions: The convenience and flexibility
of these solutions allow you to get the instruction
you need without ever leaving your desk. eLearning
is a cost-effective, time efficient solution as it lets you
avoid travel expenses and simplifies scheduling.

4 Remote private classes: Courses are delivered
exclusively to your company via the internet
across multiple time zones, are scheduled to fit
your needs, and feature a live instructor at all
times. Curricula and course content are tailored
to your specific needs and environment Class
size is limited to maximize student interaction
and participation in hands-on labs.
4 Remote public classes: Internet-based classes
utilizing a live instructor provide a cost-effective
alternative for getting hands-on training in a
classroom. Education Services offers courses to
the public that cover a wide-range of functional
and technical topics. Class size is limited to

4Business process documentation: Your first step to
Organization Globalization. Whether you need to
document business procedures, processes or flows,
IES can help provide professional and comprehensive
documentation services. Documentation includes
writing procedure Steps, instructional navigations,
flow charting processes and procedures, as well as
other forms and documents you want to standardize
throughout your organization Oracle or non-Oracle
related.

4User manuals: Customized user manuals will cover all
features of your application’s processes, and include
user-friendly, step-by-step instructions. Application
screen shots including your list of values and
Descriptive Flexfields are employed extensively for
each feature in order to illustrate clearly what the
user will see on screen when procedures have been
followed correctly.
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